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ABSTRACT 
In cloud computing, an important application is to outsource the data to external cloud servers for scalable data storage. Privacy 

and confidentiality of the outsourced data needed to be ensured, for this the outsourced data has to be encrypted. Many difficulties 

arises on accurate search over the encrypted data and also privacy, access control issues on the encrypted data on the cloud 

server. In proposed model, blind storage is used to conceal access pattern of search user. Accurate Multi-keyword search over 

encrypted data is provided by using Word Net Tool and NLP (Natural language Processing) technique. Security issues are tackled 

by providing gateway encryption on the client side so that cloud server is prevented from knowing the details of the outsourced 

data. Furthermore the client can upload their files both in public and private mode. Search efficiency, privacy, confidentiality, 

access control are provided efficiently for the files uploaded both in public and private mode. 

 

KEYWORDS:  Cloud computing, privacy, access control, confidentiality, blind storage, security, accurate search, Natural 

Language Processing. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The hardware limitation of mobile devices has been reduced by cloud computing by exploring the scalable 
virtualized cloud storage and computing resources. Therefore it was able to provide much more powerful and 
scalable services to users. In cloud computing users typically outsource their data to external cloud servers in 
order to enjoy stable, low-cost and scalable way for data storage and access. However, since outsourced data 
contain sensitive and privacy information, such as emails, medical records etc., it leads to severe confidentiality 
and privacy violations if there is no proper protection. Hence it is therefore necessary to encrypt the sensitive 
data before outsourcing them to the cloud server. The data encryption would raise some difficulties when the 
search users wanted to access their interested data which is encypted. This issue in cloud computing have 
motivated extensive research on the investigation of searchable encryption technique to achieve efficient 
searching over outsourced encrypted data. The user should authenticate themselfbefore initiating any 
transaction, and it must be ensured that the cloud does not tamper with the data that is outsourced. A collection 
of research works have recently been developed on the topic of multi-keyword search over encrypted data and 
the way of providing privacy and access control to the data stored in the cloud server. 

 In order to search in cloud some requirements is needed; search over encrypted data should support the 
following three functions. First, the searchable encryption schemes should support multi-keyword search, and 
provide the same user experience as searching in Google search with different keywords; single keyword search 
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is far from satisfactory by only returning very limited and inaccurate search results. Second, the quick 
identification of most relevant results. Third, responding quickly to the search requests with minimum delays. 
Fourth, it should prevent unauthorized access. 

Most of the existing proposal fails to offer full functioned searchable encryption and secured data retrieval 
therefore in this paper we propose an efficient gateway encryption with multi-keyword search over encrypted 
cloud data through blind storage. Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 

• We introduce NLP(Natural Language Processing) and Word Net Tool to achieve efficient  Multi-
Keyword search over encrypted cloud data. 

• We use Blind Storage system in order to conceal access pattern of search user from cloud server. 
• We implement gateway encryption in order to prevent unauthorized access as well as preventing the 

cloud server from knowing the details of the outsourced data to the cloud. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the system model is described. Section 3, 

contains proposed scheme. Section 4, contains related works. Finally we conclude the paper in section 5. 
 

1. System model: 

 
Fig. 1: System model 

 
As shown in fig.1. The system model consists of three entities: data owner, search users and cloud server 

with block splitting storage. Data owner consists of large collection of documents to be outsourced to a cloud 
server. The search users can be of any type they can be a user of public group or private group. Before the 
documents are outsourced to the cloud server they are encrypted using gateway encryption. The encrypted 
documents are stored in cloud server through blind storage. Here the cloud server consists of block splitting 
storage. The data owner can upload the file in public mode and private mode. If the files are uploaded in public 
mode, the files are encoded using Base64 algorithm. If the files are uploaded in private mode the file content is 
encrypted using RSA algorithm. Data owner give access control to each user. Before the files are encrypted text 
mining process takes place in order to generate the keyword files using NLP technique and Word Net tool in 
order to enable cloud server to find matching keywords. User search in cloud using keywords, cloud server finds 
the related files based on the keyword given by the user and it will send the related files to the respective user. If 
the search user wants to read the contents of the files, the particular user should send request to cloud server 
which in turn will send request to the data owner. The owner now checks the user attributes and access control, 
then it will forward the private key and the file content in secure manner. 

 
2. Proposed scheme:  

In proposed system, we introduce an efficient and reliable methodology for search over encrypted data 
which is splited into multiple blocks and then stored in blind storage. Here the encrypted multikeyword search 
pre computes the resulting search documents for the input query from users through Natural Language 
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Processing technique which is implemented on gateway (client side) on user file upload. Hence the matching 
documents are retrieved from cloud. Here we does not pull all the encrypted data from cloud for searching, 
which is time consuming and ineffective. The matching documents memory locations on blind storage are 
retrieved from the serializable objects which is stored in gateway. User can download the resulting documents 
after getting the keys from the group owner. Asymmetric kind of encryption for key re-encryption is more 
secured. 

Multiple groups can be created. Each group is having owner and users. User can upload the files in public 
and private mode. If user uploads files in public mode, the file is encoded using Base64 algorithm. If user 
uploads in private mode the file content is encrypted using RSA algorithm and then gives access control for 
each group user. User search in cloud using keywords, cloud can send the related files to respective user. If data 
user wants to read the contents of files, data user should request to cloud and then cloud will request to data 
owner. Data owner checks the user attributes and access control, then the owner forwards the private key and 
data in secure manner. This proposed system contains four modules they are: 

• Group creation 
• Text mining process 
• Blind storage 
• Query search  

 
3.1 Group creation: 

Data owner should register in this environment and create a group. Data users also register and give request 
to group owner to add a group user. Data owner accept the request from the user. Multiple groups can be 
created. Each group is having owner and users. Data user only can access the respective data owner documents. 
Data user cannot access the webpages until the data owner accepts the request. 
 
3.2 Text Mining Process: 

In this module the data owner can upload the document. Data owner can upload the files, the content of file 
is to be extracted using NLP (Natural Language Processing) technique and that words can get synonyms using 
Word Net tool. In the first step of text mining process POS tagger is ld be different files. NLP process is used to 
extract the literal meaning of keywords previously extracted. The words are analyzed in Word Net API so that 
the related terms can be found for using in the index file. This index file will be generated for each upload from 
group owner and saved as serializable object in cloud. All the communication will be done through web service. 
 
3.3 Blind Storage: 

The uploaded data are encrypted in gateway after Natural Language Processing is done and stored as index 
file. The owner can give access control and privileges to user while uploading the data. Access control refers to 
whether the user has permission to access the file or not. The privilege refers to how much extend that the user 
has rights over the data (read and write). The file will be splited into blocks using Dynamic block splitting 
algorithm and it is encrypted using RSA or Base64 algorithms based on the mode of file upload whether it is 
public or private mode. The encrypted blocks will be uploaded to the cloud service and stored in blind storage. 
Blind storage all documents are divided into fixed size blocks. These blocks are indexed by sequence of random 
integers. Files content are stored in block randomly so that the cloud can view encrypted content only. 
Encryption key is only known to the data owner. 
 
3.3.1 Concealing access pattern of the search user: 

The access pattern denotes the sequence of the searched results [1]. In Cash’s scheme [2] and Cao’s scheme 
[1], the search user directly obtains the associated documents from the cloud server, which may reveal the 
association between the search request and the documents to cloud server. In proposed system the blind storage 
system is modified so that the access pattern is well concealed from cloud server. The header of the blocks is 
encrypted with the block number j and each descriptor has random padding, they would be different even if they 
belong to the same document. Thus in the view of the cloud server, it can only see blocks downloaded and 
uploaded. And the cloud server does not know the number of the documents stored in its storage and the length 
of each document because all the documents are divided into blocks of random order. In addition to this the 
search user can choose more blocks than the documents contains and the search user can require blocks of 
different documents at one time in random order to totally conceal what he/she is requesting. 

In the implementation of the blind storage system, there is a trade-off between security guarantee and 
performance by the choice of parameters. We define Perras the probability that the data owner aborts the 
documents when there are not enough free blocks indexed by the integer in the set Sf.when this abort happens, 
some illegitimate information may be revealed to the cloud server [3]. We consider the following parameters γ, α, 
ƙ to measure the Perr. We denote γ=nb/m, where nbthe number of blocks in the array B and m is the total number 
of the documents stored on the cloud server. Where α is the ratio that scales the number of blocks a documents 
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contains to the number of blocks in the set S
according to[3], we can compute the P
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As we see , higher these parameters 
guarantee would be. However, the parameters also influence the performance of the blind storage system, such 
as the communication and computation cost. By the choice of these parameters, the pro
negligible [3]. 

The comparison of security level is shown in table 1. We can see that proposed scheme can achieve best 
security guarantees compared with the existing 
 
Table 1: Comparison of security level 

 

confidentiality 

Concealing access pattern of search user 

 
3.4 Query search: 

Data user will try to search a query in cloud server. The cloud 
related files. The cloud server gives the related filename to user. To view the content 
filename; at that time user request to cloud server and server send the user details and filename to the data 
owner. Then data owner knows all public key of user so he encrypt the private key using data user public key 
and the encrypted key is send to server and server will send that key details to user, then user decrypt the key 
using our private key. After that the data user can get priva
blind storage. 

 
3. Related Works: 

The first Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) is introduced by Song et al.
searchable encrypted index in a symmetric way but only supports single ke
improve the security definitions of SSE in
[3] and [6], by introducing the fundamental approach of using a keyword
quickly search of documents that contain a given keyword. To meet the requirements of practical uses, 
conjunctive multi-keyword search is necessary which has been studied in [1] and [7
search user a better search experience, some proposals[
returning undifferentiated results, by introducing the relevance score to the searchable encry
improve the user experience, fuzzy keyword search over the encrypted data has been develope

Cao et al.[1] propose a privacy
adopting secure ƙ-nearest neighbors(
functionalities such as multi-keyword and ranked results, but requires the computation of relevance scores for 
all documents contained in the database. This operation incurs huge computation overload to the cloud
and is therefore not suitable for large
searchable encryption and conceal the access pattern of the search user. However, only single
supported in [3]. 

 
Conclusion: 

In this paper, we have proposed “ preserving privacy of encrypted data stored in cloud and enabling 
efficient retrieval of encrypted data through blind storage” this system provides an efficient multi
search of encrypted data through blind storage 
encrypted data. Privacy of encrypted data is preserved by storing it in blind storage system and access control of 
each user is achieved. Authentication is made through gateway encryption. Both pr
encrypted data are successfully implemented. For the future work, we will investigate on how to enhance the 
system in order to store and retrieve other file types like audio, image and video files securely and efficiently.
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As we see , higher these parameters we choose, the lower the probability Perr is and the higher the security 

guarantee would be. However, the parameters also influence the performance of the blind storage system, such 
as the communication and computation cost. By the choice of these parameters, the pro

of security level is shown in table 1. We can see that proposed scheme can achieve best 
the existing schemes [1], [2], [3]. 

[1] [2] [3] 

   

  
 

Data user will try to search a query in cloud server. The cloud server maps the keywords and searches
related files. The cloud server gives the related filename to user. To view the content the user should click the 
filename; at that time user request to cloud server and server send the user details and filename to the data 

s all public key of user so he encrypt the private key using data user public key 
and the encrypted key is send to server and server will send that key details to user, then user decrypt the key 

e key. After that the data user can get private key of data owner and then access the data through 

Searchable Symmetric Encryption (SSE) is introduced by Song et al.
searchable encrypted index in a symmetric way but only supports single keyword.Curtmola et al. 
improve the security definitions of SSE in[5]. Their work forms the basis of many subsequent works, such as [2], 
[3] and [6], by introducing the fundamental approach of using a keyword-related index, which enable the 

search of documents that contain a given keyword. To meet the requirements of practical uses, 
keyword search is necessary which has been studied in [1] and [7]. 

search user a better search experience, some proposals[8], [9] propose to enabled ranked results instead of 
returning undifferentiated results, by introducing the relevance score to the searchable encry
improve the user experience, fuzzy keyword search over the encrypted data has been develope

Cao et al.[1] propose a privacy-preserving multi-keyword search scheme that supports ranked results by 
nearest neighbors(ƙNN) technique in searchable encryption. The proposal can achieve rich 

keyword and ranked results, but requires the computation of relevance scores for 
all documents contained in the database. This operation incurs huge computation overload to the cloud

large-scale datasets. Naveed et.al. [3]Construct a blind storage system to achieve 
searchable encryption and conceal the access pattern of the search user. However, only single

In this paper, we have proposed “ preserving privacy of encrypted data stored in cloud and enabling 
of encrypted data through blind storage” this system provides an efficient multi

search of encrypted data through blind storage thereby enabling accurate, efficient and secure search over 
encrypted data. Privacy of encrypted data is preserved by storing it in blind storage system and access control of 
each user is achieved. Authentication is made through gateway encryption. Both private and public search of 
encrypted data are successfully implemented. For the future work, we will investigate on how to enhance the 
system in order to store and retrieve other file types like audio, image and video files securely and efficiently.
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